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Over the past five decades, our sleep has taken a beating. Thanks to the advent of

technology (helloooo Netflix and TikTok), mounting work pressure and busy social

schedules, we're now getting much less sleep than we should; and the little we do get is

often interrupted by city noise and notifications. If you're one of the many looking to

improve your sleep habits, then this booklet is a good place to start. We'll tell you a bit

more about why sleep is so important, show you how to build better sleep habits to help

you doze off quicker, how to calm your mind and relax your body and wake up well.

This booklet is compiled by two sleep enthusiasts: Written by Nina Clark, founder of

Nightire, a London- based sleepwear brand that boasts a variety of temperature-

regulating bamboo PJs and sleep accessories; and illustrated by Helena Nilsson from

ClubSleep, a trendy new eco-friendly and natural marketplace for all things sleep

Then came the invention of the lightbulb – thanks Thomas
Edison – and our relationship with sleep changed forever.

THE HISTORY OF SLEEP

Our hunter-gatherer forefathers
relied heavily on their internal
body clocks and external cues like
the sun to know when it was time
to sleep (10). Their sleep schedules
were also affected by weather,
food and the potential presence of
danger. 

The ancient Greeks and
Egyptians revered sleep, seeing
it as a time to connect with the
soul, revitalize and
communicate with the Gods. 

The Renaissance period also
boasted a love for sleep, as
seen in many prominent
paintings of that time. 

The generations before us saw sleep as an activity to be cherished and prioritised, 
or as an important means for survival – so why are we neglecting it so much?
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Sleep increases attention,
alertness and the ability to
reason and make decisions. Did
you know that there is a 20%
learning advantage for those
who sleep enough (1)?

HEALTHY MIND MEMORY CONSOLIDATION
While you snooze, your brain stores memories so you can

learn and retain new information. Memories related to facts
and events are consolidated during deep sleep, and

memories related to emotional and technical (how to)
events are consolidated during REM sleep. As you sleep and

dream, your brain replays, processes, learns and extracts
meaning. In a sense, it thinks.

Sleep controls your appetite for
unhealthy foods: it suppresses
the hormone called ghrelin,
which stimulates appetite. It also
keeps cortisol (which tends to
increase belly fat) at bay. Some
might say sleep is the cheapest
weight management supplement
available.

Sleep protects against insulin
resistance, keeps blood sugar

levels at bay and regulates
levels of oestrogen and

testosterone.

While you snooze, inflammation in
your body reduces, strengthening

your immune system. Sleep also
aids tissue growth and repair as

well as the breakdown of fat. It
works wonders for enhancing your

athletic performance and guards
against muscle aches and pains.

Sleep promotes a healthy and
youthful appearance. During
sleep, skin becomes more
hydrated and circulation
improves. Ergo, it's one heck
of a lot cheaper than any
facial or anti- ageing cream

 SLEEP TO FORGET

HEALTHY BODY

BEAUTY TREATMENT

HEALTHY APPETITE
BALANCE HORMONES

Slumber offers a time to forget
information you no longer need (eg
forgetting last week’s parking location in
favour of this week’s) and information you
no longer want to think about (painful,
disabling memories), leaving space for
memories that your brain tags as
important.

WHY YOU SLEEP
It's strange, when you think about it, that you spend close to one-third of your life asleep (10). Why do
you do it? While you're sleeping, you’re vulnerable, and, at least on the outside, rather unproductive,
right? 

Think again, because sleep is literally the most productive time of your day.

Sleep is part of the trifecta of a healthy
body and mind –  the other two pillars
being healthy eating and exercise (1).
However, sleep is the absolute foundation
here. Without sleep, exercise and good
eating habits will not move the mark on
your overall health. 5



If you answered a big resounding YES to most of the
above, you likely require more sleep or better sleep.
The first step to remedying this might be to increase

your sleep window (the time that you spend in bed
and have available to sleep) and see how that helps. 

We tackle a few other sleep hacks later on in this
booklet.

Say you wake up (with difficulty) in the morning – would you be able to fall
back to sleep easily if you were given the opportunity to take a mid-morning
nap?

Do you snooze multiple times before being able to finally wake up?

Does your sleep inertia (that feeling of discombobulation upon waking), last
for longer than an hour once you’re up and at it?

Can you function optimally without caffeine before noon? 

Can you wake up easily without an alarm clock at roughly the same time most
mornings? 

Do you often find yourself staring at a sentence and rereading it multiple
times before taking anything in? 

Do you often forget what you are doing: driving or walking on auto-pilot
without really knowing how you got there? 

The Sleep Foundation (4) recommends adults should be clocking seven to nine hours of sleep per night
to feel refreshed and firing on all cylinders the next day. Very few (if rounded up, the number would
make up 0% of the population) perform optimally with less than six hours sleep. 

IS YOUR SLEEP UP TO SCRATCH?

CHECK IN WITH YOURSELF

Note that, even if you get enough hours of sleep, your sleep quality might be lacking. Sleep
quality refers to how well you sleep. For adults, good quality sleep means that you typically fall

asleep in 30 minutes or less, sleep soundly through the night with no more than one awakening,
and drift back to sleep within 20 minutes if you do wake up.

To feel refreshed in the a.m., you should ideally have enough sleep and good quality sleep..

YES.    NO     
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The risk of cardiovascular
disease decreases after a good sleep.

On the flip side: Adults aged 45 and
over who sleep less than six hours a
night are 200% more likely to have
a heart attack or stroke during their
lifetime (1). Lack of sleep
accelerates your heart rate,
increases blood pressure and
erodes the coronary arteries – the
blood vessels that feed the heart.

Sleep strengthens your immune
system. 

On the flip side: Sleep deprivation
can thus increase the risk of
multiple types of cancer, high
blood pressure and heart
disease.

Your perception is better and fine
motor skills are stronger when
rested. 

On the flip side: The performance of
someone who has been awake for
twenty-four hours straight is similar
to that of a person whose blood
alcohol level is over the legal limit.
In other words, arriving sleep
deprived at work is the equivalent
of pitching up after a few too many
glasses of wine.

You're emotionally stronger when
better rested. 

On the flip side: The connection
between the brain's prefrontal
cortex (which is involved in making
executive decisions) and the
amygdala (associated with fear and
other emotions) degrades when
tired: you become more impulsive
and prone to depression and mood
swings.

Analytical reasoning, simple maths,
memory retention and learning is
better when you're well-rested. 

On the flip side: Decision-making
skills go out the window when tired.
If you need to make any life-
changing calls, make sure you get a
good snooze the night before.

Your metabolism is regulated.

On the flip side: Sleep
deprivation might lead to
weight gain, resulting in an
increased risk of diabetes and
obesity.

Sleep keeps your brain healthy. 

On the flip side: Without sleep, the
toxins that build up during the day
cannot be cleaned up at night.
They keep sitting around, which
could lead to an increased risk of
dementia.

To sum up, if you are well-rested, you are more productive, more insightful, happier, more
attractive (goodbye under-eye bags!) and less likely to get sick. To make this even simpler, it
could be said that the more you sleep, the longer your life span.

Sleep is a tranquil state, a reward. 
The arrival of bedtime should be welcomed, not feared.

THE IMPORTANCE OF SLEEP
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How well you sleep, and how easily you fall asleep, can be governed by a few internal
and external factors, the most important being:

SLEEP-WAKE HOMEOSTASIS
Otherwise known as sleep pressure, which becomes rather irresistible 14-
16 hours into being awake. If you have been awake for a while, the
pressure to sleep starts to build in your body, which signals to your brain
that it’s time to sleep. The longer you are awake, and the more energy
you expend while awake, the sleepier you will be at bedtime.

WHAT MAKES YOU SLEEP?

Sleep-wake homeostasis
or sleep pressure

Circadian rhythm
and the body clock

Body
temperature

Hormones
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Your internal physiology follows a pattern over 24 hours – sleep and wakefulness combine
to form the sleep-wake cycle. One-third of this time is spent sleeping, with the rest being
awake (1).  

The circadian rhythm is regulated in the part of the brain called the suprachiasmatic nucleus. This
picks up signals from your eyes (based on the amount of light detected) and communicates to the
pineal gland to secrete melatonin in order to sleep. 

Throughout the day, your body changes. In general, you’re going to be more mentally alert
leading up to lunchtime. The hours between lunch and dinner are when you’re most coordinated
and physically reactive. It is no coincidence that the likelihood of breaking an Olympic record has
been clearly tied to the time of day, being maximal at the natural peak of the human circadian
rhythm in the early afternoon – just ask Usain Bolt, who prefers to schedule his races at
that time.

CIRCADIAN RHYTHM 
AND YOUR BODY CLOCK

MIDNIGHT
RESTORATIVE

 SLEEP
DEEP
SLEEP

REM
SLEEP

6AM
MELATONIN 

RELEASE STOPS
START YOUR DAY

 BY GETTING
SOME SUNLIGHT

HIGHEST
ALERTNESS

NOON
BEST

COORDINATION

FASTEST
REACTION TIME

LIMIT
CAFFEINE

6PM

START DIMMING
LIGHTS

MELATONIN 
RELEASE STARTS

LIMIT TECHNOLOGY
USE

Source: liveli.com (12)
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Not everyone's circadian timing is the same. Ever heard of larks and owls? Most
people will be an early bird or a night owl: this is mainly determined by genetics,

but lifestyle can play a role too. Your habits of staying up too late or waking up too
early, whether to exercise or fit in more work / play, could be contributing. 

LARKS AND OWLS: chronotypes with different circadian rhythms  

Evening-types, or ‘owls’, make up
about 30% of the population. Late to
bed and late to rise, owls typically
struggle with the 9-5 workday.
Waking in the morning can be
challenging and staying awake during
the post-lunch slump is also extra
tough. Owls have a heavy reliance on
alarm clocks and caffeine and
function best (both creatively and
productively) later in the day.

It is important to know whether you are a lark or an owl, so you can try to structure your days
accordingly and maximise optimal performance. Make sure you keep important tasks that require

focus for the time in your day when you're most awake and firing on all cylinders. There is no right or
wrong here – if you're most productive at midnight because of your owl status, go for it! (8)

LARKS OWLS

Morning-types, or ‘larks’, make up
about 40% of the population. Early
to bed and early to rise, larks work
harder and more efficiently in the
morning. They tire quicker at
the end of a workday and find it
strenuous to socialise and pursue
hobbies in the evenings.

The remaining 30% of the
population lie somewhere

between these two
extremes, with a slight lean

towards eveningness.

LARKS AND OWLS
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Your core body temperature (starting at a normal level of 37 degrees (11)) fluctuates during

day and night, hitting a peak in the late afternoon (around 4-6pm) and then lowering until

about two hours before you wake (4am).  This steep decline of body temperature over the

course of the night is essential for sleep: higher temperatures mean wakefulness while lower

temperatures lead to you becoming more sleepy. 

BODY TEMPERATURE

Note, about six to seven hours after you wake, your body temperature takes a natural dip –

which is usually that post-lunch energy slump (this has nothing to do with eating carbs, you

might be happy to know). If you find yourself fighting tiredness in the afternoon (and biology

says you probably will), step outside for some fresh air if you can, stretch, get some exposure to

light and stay hydrated. This dip in energy doesn’t last long, so it is possible to just push through.

Sleep
"forbidden"

zone

Wake up
zone

Optimal sleep period
circadian "bed"

T min

Core body
temperature

Sleepiness

Melatonin

pm Midnight am Noon

Time of Day and Night Source: re-timer.com (13)

Sleep's "forbidden" zone : In general, steer clear of jumping into bed before 10pm, as your

body temperature is still high then.

Optimal sleep period : Between 10pm and 7am,  as this is where melatonin increases, and your

body temperature falls.

Wake up zone: The most optimal time to wake is between 7am and 11am, when you will be at

your most alert. 
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Don't sweat it! If you struggle with night sweats or hot flashes, here's a round-up of

how to tackle that hot and bothered feeling when you need a good snooze.

PRACTICAL TIPS FOR MANAGING
BODY TEMPERATURE

Cool it: Put your pyjamas
and sheets in the freezer
for a few minutes before

bedtime. Even though the
cold sensation won’t last

throughout the night, it’s a
quick and easy tweak to

ensure you start the night
as cool as a cucumber. 

Ice, ice baby: More freezer
action! Grab some ice, pop

it in a shallow bowl and
place this in front of your
fan. The breeze chills as it

travels over the ice, making
the air feel cool and

refreshing as it hits you.

Avoid exercise before
bedtime: Getting your heart

rate up can boost metabolism
and raise your body

temperature, which is not
what you want at night. Stick

to exercising earlier in the day
if possible, but if you do hit
the gym after a late night at
work, try taking a lukewarm
shower instead of a hot one.

Under the cover of
darkness: This hack

requires some planning –
when the sunlight hits your
room, keep your windows

closed and blinds drawn. By
keeping the light out of the

room, you prevent heat
from building up as the day
passes. Once it’s cooler in

the evening, open the
blinds and windows to let

the fresh air in.

Steer clear of spicy foods,
hot drinks and alcohol in
the evening: Whether you

are menopausal or just
trying to survive a

particularly steamy summer
night, these can all trigger
sweating. Instead, opt for

cool, comforting drinks like
cold water or milk.

Wear moisture-wicking
pyjamas: Bamboo, the fabric
that's used at Nightire for all

sleepwear and sleep
accessories, does exactly that:
moisture is pulled away from
the surface of your skin and
evaporates from the fabric,
rather than being absorbed

(moisture-absorbing fabrics will
have you sleeping in drenched

PJs all night). You’ll stay cool
when it’s hot and will be cosy
when it’s cold out. Basically

bamboo is the perfect fabric for
any time of year. 12



HORMONES
The production of different hormones and brain
chemicals throughout the day and night will
affect your sleepiness (10).

awakening melatonin

serotonin

MELATONIN is a really
important sleep hormone. It
is an antioxidant, protecting
your cells from free radicals

and is at its highest while
you’re asleep.

SEROTONIN is the happy
hormone that promotes
alertness. Low serotonin
levels can lead to frequent
night-time waking.

GABA (Gamma-Aminobutyric Acid)
is the most important calming
neurotransmitter. Many sleep
conditions like insomnia and anxiety
stem from reduced GABA activity.

GLYCINE is an amino acid that acts as a
neurotransmitter. It has a calming affect
and helps trigger sleep by dropping body
temperatures.

CORTISOL is another wakefulness-
promoting hormone that is
released in response to stress. It is
usually at its highest in the morning
and lowest at night.

DOPAMINE promotes wakefulness and decreases the
production of melatonin towards the end of the night. It
also helps to keep your muscles immobile during REM
sleep, so you don’t lash out / act out the dreams that
are playing in your head during this sleep phase.

13



As you near the end of non-REM 1, your brainwaves change to theta (even slower and wider)
and you move into the non-REM 2 stage. Your body is still in light sleep and you can be easily
roused. Throughout the night, during the continuous sleep cycles, you should spend about
half of your sleep time in non-REM 2.

STAGES OF SLEEP
A TYPICAL N

IG
H

T'S SLEEP

MORE DEEP MORE REM

AWAKE

REM

LIGHT SLEEP

DEEP SLEEP

STAGES

CYCLE

You enter this stage as you drift off. Your sleep is lighter and more alert, and movements and
noises can easily wake you. Your body is relaxed and brainwaves are in alpha (slow and
wide). Non-REM 1 is often known as the transition phase between being awake and asleep.
During this time you may have a sudden dream onset.

AWAKE - DRIFTING OFF (NON-REM 1)

LIGHT SLEEP (NON-REM 2)

AVERAGE TIME SPENT IN SLEEP STAGES

AWAKE REM
SLEEP

LIGHT 
SLEEP

DEEP 
SLEEP

2-5% 45-55% 13-23% 20-25%

You cycle through the different stages
of sleep on average five times
throughout the night. Each cycle is
roughly 90 minutes long.
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Your brainwaves become sleep spindles, which protect sleep by shielding the brain from
external noises. The stronger your sleep spindles, the less likely you are to be woken. Your heart
rate slows and your breathing rate and body temperature drop. Non-REM 3 is a regenerative
period where your body heals and repairs itself. The first episode of non-REM 3 lasts 45 to 90
minutes, while subsequent episodes occur over shorter and shorter periods as the night
progresses.

Your brainwaves are now in delta (very slow); this is deep sleep, where you are less responsive to
noises and activity in your environment. Your body now enters repair mode for tissues and
muscles and starts to relax. Your brain is in a state of reflection, where information is transferred
(from a temporary ‘storage site’ to a more permanent part of the brain) and memories are
distilled. Deep sleep is also crucial for physical renewal, hormonal regulation and growth.
Without deep sleep, you’re more likely to get sick, feel depressed and gain an unhealthy amount
of weight.

DEEP SLEEP (NON-REM  3)

While in REM sleep your eyes move rapidly as you dream, and your brain activity is
heightened. Periods of REM sleep tend to be longer, later in the night, with most REM sleep
occurring in the early morning (this is why it’s important not to wake at the crack of dawn, as
you’ll miss out on this highly restorative time of sleep). Your voluntary muscles (those that
you have conscious control over while awake) are immobilised so that you can safely act out
the dreams in your mind only (and not physically), and your breathing rate and heart rate
increase.

Adults spend 20% of their sleep time in REM, while babies spend 50% in this stage (2).
Interestingly, your brain is up to 30% more active during REM sleep than when you are
awake (1). In REM sleep the brain processes and synthesises memories and emotions; an
activity that is crucial for learning and higher-level thought. A lack of REM sleep results in
slower cognitive and social processing, problems with memory and difficulty concentrating.

REM (RAPID EYE MOVEMENT)

15



The majority of dreaming occurs during REM
sleep, although 90% of what you dream will be
forgotten 10 minutes after waking. Dreams
can mean any number of things: they can
reveal your innermost desires, reflect your
waking life, be the result of a random
happening or reflect a deep worry (1).

Information processing during non-
REM and REM sleep is fascinating. 
Non-REM sleep is a time of
reflection – storing and
strengthening data, facts and skills. 
During REM sleep, these
experiences and learnings are 
 ‘internalised’, spewing out
innovative insights and problem-
solving abilities.

You dream four to seven times each
and every night. Dreams soothe
painful memories and create a
virtual reality where the past and
present are moulded into one, thus
inspiring creativity. 

Interestingly, 12% of people only
dream in black and white (3). Deaf
people commonly use sign
language in their dreams and blind
people’s dreams consist mostly of
sounds, but also smell and
emotions.

DREAMS
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STRESS OR WORRY

ALCOHOL
CONSUMPTION

AVOID EVENING
ALCOHOL

KEEP A RELAXED MIND

WHAT AFFECTS YOUR SLEEP 
AND HOW TO FIX IT

Your body clock is incredibly sensitive
to the most minute changes in the
light around you. Blue light from
screens suppresses the production of
melatonin (the sleepy hormone), so
when you spend time scrolling
through Instagram before bed, you
are postponing the signal to your
brain that says it’s bedtime. Artificial
light from screens acts like jetlag, and
can shift your internal clock by four to
six time zones, depending on when
you’re exposed to it.

The best way to get all of tomorrow’s
to-dos and anxieties off your mind is to
write them down. Keep a notebook
next to your bed and jot down
everything that could keep you awake
– off your mind and onto the page.
Herbs and essential oils can go some
way towards helping you feel relaxed
and calmer before bed. Essential oils
are ace when used in pillow sprays, air
purifiers, candles or even popped in
your bathwater.

Alcohol is not an effective sleep-aid:
even in moderate amounts, it is one
of the most powerful suppressors of
REM sleep. While a few glasses of vino
might help you fall asleep faster, you
will certainly wake up more during the
night as alcohol increases your body
temperature (which keeps you in a
light stage of sleep) and can even
decrease your melatonin levels.

Incorporate this into your bedtime
routine: instead of keeping your phone
by the bed as an alarm or for night-
time scrolling, invest in an old-school
alarm clock. An added handy hack:
face your clock away from you so you
don’t get anxious at night watching the
clock before you fall asleep.

As you know, alcohol can disrupt sleep
and generally leads to no good ;) Drink
less before bed so you don’t have to
get up in the night for a loo break.
While you’re at it, note that nicotine
can disrupt melatonin production, so
for good sleep, it's strongly advised to
stop smoking.

NO BLUE LIGHT 
BEFORE BED

Your body can handle a moderate
amount of stress but your stress
defences will become overworked
when too stressed for too long -
leading to higher amounts of cortisol
and adrenaline to be released,
which might lead to sleep difficulties.

ARTIFICIAL LIGHT
EXPOSURE

17



CHANGING SCHEDULES ROUTINE

GET OUT OF BEDNOT TIRED AT BEDTIME

CAFFEINE MORNING CUPPA

Otherwise you will lie in bed frustrated
and anxious because your sleep pressure
hasn't built up yet. If sleep still doesn’t
come, get up and do a relaxing activity
(non-screen-related), then return when
you are sleepy. Another way to tire
yourself out quickly is to exercise
regularly. Regular activity helps build
sleep pressure and enhances overall
health – but remember, try not to
exercise within one hour (ideal is three)
of going to bed, as your body will be too
high to sleep well.

Flying through different time zones,
doing shift work, staying out too late or
getting up extremely early will mess with
your routine and sleep-wake cycle.

Try to regulate your wake and sleep times as
much as possible. Your body will then know
what to expect and will become tired and
wake up at the same time daily. This
guideline, sadly, includes weekends… so
Sunday lie-ins might be a thing of the past.

Caffeine is a primary sleep disruptor as it
promotes the production of stimulating
hormones. Caffeine is found in coffee,
tea, energy drinks, soft drinks, chocolate
etc. Note that de-caffeinated does not
mean non-caffeinated. One cup of decaf
usually contains 15-30% of the dose of a
regular cuppa.

Only have caffeine in the morning, as
the stimulating effects (called caffeine’s
half-life) can last a long time. If you are
very sensitive to caffeine, stop drinking
it altogether. Opt for herbal teas or
warm milk instead – and yes, oat milk
counts.

Make sure you go to to bed only when
you are actually tired, rather than when
you think you should. 

18



SNORING

PAIN AND SORENESS

FIND THE ROOT
 OF THE PROBLEM

HEALTHY DIET

GENETICS BEDTIME RITUAL

CHECK YOUR MATTRESS

Snoring can be a sign of obstructive
sleep apnoea (OSA), a condition where
the walls of the throat relax and narrow
during sleep, interrupting normal
breathing (9).

If you are prone to snoring, you might
need to look into weight loss measures,
cutting down on evening alcohol or
sleeping on your side if this is your case.
If you do feel you might have OSA,
consider getting in touch with your GP.

If soreness, aches and back pain are
keeping you awake, it might be that your
mattress is not supplying the support
that your body needs.

A mattress that is too old or too soft
can be a sleep-killer. Similarly, fluffy
pillows might be a culprit as your head
could be resting in an unnatural
position all night.

Eat a small-ish meal, rich in omega-3,
whole grains, protein and healthy fats
two to three hours before bed. Any
later and your body will be focusing on
digesting the food, instead of prepping
you for bed. Don’t go to bed hungry
though, as hunger pangs will also keep
you from slumber. Sweets and
unhealthy foods consumed at night
can, sadly, promote alertness.

Foods and additives like sugar, MSG, and
artificial colourings can be linked to
hyperactivity.

FOOD

Genetics and gender can affect your
sleep.  Women suffer more from
sleeplessness during hormonal changes,
menopause or pregnancy.

No matter the time of month or your
phase of life, make your bedtime
indulgent and create a positive
perception of sleep. A relaxing bedtime
ritual is key as it prepares your body to
start turning in. Take a warm bath, read a
book, play relaxing music, burn a scented
candle, pop a facemask on.

19



DAILY CHECKLIST 
FOR THE BEST SLEEP

Upon waking, get as much light exposure as possible to set your body clock right.
Stretch, eat a hearty breakfast and think positively about what lies ahead.

Make sure you take breaks from work during the day. Stretch your legs, rest your
eyes and interact with people.

If you're a coffee-lover, enjoy your cuppa but try to stick to only one or two a day.
Enjoy your last sip by 2pm latest.

Get moving. Whether you're going for a walk, a cycle, a stretch, or a serious sweat
session at the gym, being active is important as it tires your body out and can
quieten anxious thoughts come nightfall. Exercising in the morning is best, but if
you only have time for it at night, make sure not to do any strenuous movements
at least two hours before bed.

Eat a light supper two to three hours before you turn in, so your body isn't
digesting food instead of helping you get ready for sleep.

No screens at least 60-90 minutes before you'd like to be asleep. The blue light
stimulation will keep your brain too active and inhibit your melatonin production.

Ditto for lights in the house – especially in the bedroom. Turn lights down,
perhaps light some candles, turn on calming music and go through your bedtime
routine unhurriedly.

Perhaps read a few pages of your book, write down your to-do's so the thoughts
don't bog you down at night, and think about what you are thankful for from the
day.

Make sure your blinds are closed properly, or wear an eye mask, so any light
coming into the room doesn't wake you.

20



Neutral colours – opt for soft,
earthy tones as bold colours are
rousing and will promote
alertness

DECOR FOR GREAT SLEEP

Decor – your bedroom decor,
including photos and paintings,
should make you feel calm and
relaxed.

Dim lighting – about an hour or
so before bedtime, get on those
dimmer switches, as bright light
inhibits melatonin production.

Cool temperatures – your body
temperature is cool when
you’re sleepy and hot when
awake. Your bedroom should
be at around 16 – 20 degrees.

Complete darkness – using
blackout blinds or a face mask
will keep the light from
creeping in at dawn.

Silence – use earplugs or a
white noise machine. Fans also
work really well at drowning
out noise.

Clean, clear and calm – there
shouldn't be any clutter or
mess in the bedroom. If  your
room needs tidying, it might
increase anxiety which will stop
you falling asleep.

Electronic-free zone – charge your
phone in a different room if possible,
and don’t bring your laptop to bed
for late-night email checking. Use an
old fashioned alarm clock instead of
relying on your electronics.

Clean air – use a diffuser to keep
the air moist. Plants like aloe
vera and peace lilies are also
good at clearing the air. And
remember to frequently open
your window to let fresh air in.

16 – 20 
degrees
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 BEST ESSENTIAL OILS FOR SLEEP

LAVENDER

Relieves pain and anxiety, increases
relaxation and calmness, reduces
inflammation, improves sleep quality and
increases time spent in deep sleep.

CHAMOMILE
Relieves anxiety, improves vital
signs and promotes sleep
quality.

PATCHOULI

Helps reduce insomnia and stress,
provides relaxation and promotes
serotonin when combined with
other oils, like peppermint.

YLANG YLANG
Reduces hypertension,
fights depression, lowers
blood pressure and creates
natural endorphins with its
light and refreshing aroma.

BERGAMOT
Helps with digestion, releases
pain-relieving hormones,
helps relieve insomnia and
anxiety, slows heart rate and
lowers blood pressure.

ORANGE
A pleasant scent that simultaneously
relaxes, calms, reduces heart rate, 
 stimulates the strength and resilience
of the immune system, eliminates
airborne bacteria and reduces the
incidence of painful muscle
contractions.

COPAIBA
Helps calm and soothe, and
supports the nervous system.

SANDALWOOD
Helps relaxation, reduces
anxiety and wakefulness
and increases the amount
of non-REM sleep.

WHITE LOTUS
Helps calm and soothe, and supports
the nervous system.

VETIVER
Contains grounding properties
which helps to provide a
calming effect on emotions and
a soothing atmosphere.

BLUE TANSY
Encourages a positive
atmosphere and boosts
mood. 
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ESSENTIAL OIL USAGE

The easiest method of
inhalation is to open a bottle
of pure essential oil and
inhale deeply a few times.
Ensure the undiluted oil
doesn't touch your skin.

SIMPLY INHALE DRY EVAPORATION
You can add the oils to the
vents in your car, pop a few
drops on your shirt collar, or on
your pillowcase.

CARRIER OILS
Dilute essential oils with a
carrier oil and apply the
mixture to your skin. You can 
gently rub the oil into pressure
points such as your temples,
wrists, and third eye. You can
apply the oils easily by using
Club Sleep's Roller, choosing a
sleep oil from the range.

Add essential oils to your
favourite cosmetic products,
such as toners, serums, and
muscle rubs. But always take
care to dilute the essential oil in
a carrier oil first. Add it to your
bath time by adding some drops
to your shampoo, conditioner, or
body wash. 

ADD TO PRODUCTS
To use essential oils in a
humidifier, add a few drops
into the tank. The oil will
naturally vaporise throughout
the room. Find a diffuser
without water evaporation for
best results, like the one from
Club Sleep, made out of eco-
friendly materials. 

DIFFUSERS
Invest in candles with essential
oils that you can light before
bed to create a cosy sleeping
atmosphere.

CANDLES

JUST A NOTE OF PRECAUTION
Different brands of essential oils may vary in potency, so do use them with care. Do not take essential oils
internally.

We'd recommend any and all of the following folks should check with their doctor before using essential oils: older adults,
children younger than 12, women who are pregnant or breastfeeding. Additionally, if you have any health concerns,
including high blood pressure, low immunity, or epilepsy - talk to your doctor before using essential oils

Lastly, consider your pets, as some essential oils can be dangerous for pets.
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EAT TO SLEEP

Amino acids, enzymes, nutrients and hormones work together to promote good sleep

and regulate the sleep cycle – these include tryptophan, melatonin, calcium, magnesium,

serotonin, antioxidants, B vitamins and zinc (8). 

Although lots of foods contain low levels of these sleep-promoting compounds, only a

handful have high concentrations that could aid your sleep. Some of the best foods with

high levels of sleep-promoting compounds are:

ALMONDS WARM MILK

HERBAL TEA FATTY FISH

CHAMOMILE/
PASSIONFLOWER

LETTUCE

CHERRIESTURKEYKIWI
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SLEEPY 
YOGA

POSITIONS

Viparita Karani
Legs up against the wall

Ananda Balasana
Happy baby

Balasana
Wide-knee child’s Pose

Savasana
Corpse pose

Paschimottanasana
Seated forward bend

Supta Baddha Konasana
Reclining bound angle

These yoga positions will help you to

relax and unwind before bed,

clearing the mind and calming the

muscles so you can drift off easily.

Try any of these for 30 seconds,

either while in bed or on the floor (7)
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BREATHING EXCERCISES TO
BATTLE ANXIETY 

One of the best ways to help yourself fall asleep is also one of the simplest: just
breathe. Slow, deep breathing gives you something to focus on, which can be especially
helpful if you have trouble falling asleep because of a wandering mind. The rhythm of

breathing can also help calm and relax your body.

Exercise 1
Deep breathing: breathe in and out for a count of four, six and then eight seconds.
Repeat this a few times until you start feeling relaxed. Breathe through your nose, as
this enhances oxygen levels.

Exercise 2
Releasing muscle tension: tense and relax parts of the body while breathing in and out
for ten seconds – work your way from your toes to your head.
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SLEEP POSITIONS

Depending on which position
you naturally favour while sleeping, certain ailments
might inadvertently be tackled while you rest (6).
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SLEEP ISSUES
If you identify with any of the following issues, please consider chatting to a sleep specialist who can
prescribe relevant CBT practices. CBT stands for cognitive behavioural therapy – a structured program that
helps you identify and replace the thoughts and behaviours that cause or worsen sleep problems, with
habits that promote sound sleep (5).

The difficulty of falling asleep, staying asleep and or
waking up far too early is called insomnia. It might also
be that you have very light or non-refreshing sleep
because you don’t cycle through all the sleep stages.
Chronic insomnia is difficulty sleeping at least three
times per week for three months or more. To keep
insomnia at bay, there are some CBT exercises available
that you can attempt to start off with. If your insomnia
persists, do consult a specialist or your GP.

This is a breathing disorder where your
airways are partially blocked. It often leads to a
restless sleep and frequent night-time waking.
Sleep apnoea also leads to snoring. Consult a
GP if you suspect you or your partner might be
a sufferer.

This is discomfort in the legs while resting or
sleeping. This discomfort is often only relieved by
movement, which means sleep is difficult. Restless
Leg Syndrome could be due to genetics, pregnancy,
low dopamine levels, iron deficiency or inactivity
during the day. Make sure you stay as active as
possible and consult a GP if this doesn’t help.

INSOMNIA

SLEEP APNOEA

RESTLESS LEGS SYNDROME
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Stress can impact your life in many ways, including negatively affecting the quality of your sleep. It makes
sense: you lie in bed, worrying and feeling anxious, which makes it almost impossible to relax and quiet
your mind enough to fall asleep. That’s probably where the phrase “losing sleep over something” came
from. Folks who suffer from chronic stress day in and day out sleep less, have poorer quality sleep and find
it harder to function well during the day (4).

It’s a vicious cycle – the brain chemicals connected with deep sleep are the same ones that tell the body to
stop the production of stress hormones. So, if you don’t sleep well, your body keeps pumping out these
stress hormones. The next day, you will be more anxious, which then leads to you feeling too stressed to
fall asleep the next night. 

On top of that, the more exhausted you feel, the less you’re able to focus at work, leading to even more
stress. You’re also more likely to snap at your friends and family, causing further stress in your
relationships. What a mess!

Most of the tips and hacks shared earlier in the booklet will help you to tackle stress and stress-related
sleep issues. In a nutshell, slow down, make time to breathe, increase exposure to light and fresh air, get
moving, eat well and spend time with family and friends.

ARE YOU STRESSED?
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It's normal to feel groggy in the morning – especially when your alarm pulls you out of deep

sleep. This grogginess is called sleep inertia and can last anywhere between four minutes

and four hours after waking. Sleep inertia is also very common after a nap that is longer

than thirty minutes (as you are then in deep sleep).

Waking up from your slumber should be gradual (if possible, of course); take time to

breathe deeply and slowly awaken your senses. Stretching first thing is super handy as it

loosens your muscles and increases blood flow to your limbs and brain. The best way to

start the day, if possible, is with a trip to the bathroom, a glass of (lemon) water to aid

digestion, lots of sunlight and air to banish your melatonin for the morning, and some quiet

time to reflect lies ahead for you that day. 

As most people love a snooze, let’s quickly talk about alarm clocks. The best ones are those

that are not massively jarring (perhaps programme your alarm to play your favourite song),

and are gradual. Light-emitting alarm clocks are great as they mimic the sun-rise to

gradually wake you over a 30 minute period. It's also a good idea to put your alarm far

enough away that you need to leave the bed to turn it off.

“Wakefulness is low-level brain
damage, while sleep is

neurological sanitation.” (1)

― Matthew Walker 

WAKE UP WELL
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A quick note from Nightire’s founder, Nina Clark

Nightire was born out of a personal quest to understand sleep and all that it entails a bit
better. Like many folks I know, I have this thing called can’t-always-shut-my-brain-off-to-
go-to-sleep syndrome. I overthink everything and am that person who constantly makes
lists in my head and who worries about things I can’t change; all while lying in bed at night
waiting for sleep to set in. This led to a few years of having a rather patchy sleep routine. I
began researching what could help me sleep better and tried to apply it to my nightly
routine: using black-out blinds, taking a relaxing bath, not using screens in the room (i.e.
goodbye to Insta-sessions right before bed), and trying anything I could to keep my body
temperature on an even keel. That included buying the right sleepwear, which, in turn, got
me to focus on an industry that seemed like it had some room for innovation (and a bit
more personality), which is how the idea for Nightire came about.

The sleepwear industry is tired. And I was tired of it. So Nightire was a way to bring a bit
of passion to sustainable bedtime fashion. The range is made up of organic bamboo PJs
for women and men, with sleep accessories added to the mix – think scrunchies, eye
masks and pillowcases. 

Bamboo is quite the wonder fabric. It is loved by all for being eco-friendly and super-soft,
and especially appreciated by anyone with skin sensitivities (bamboo fabric is
antibacterial and, did I mentioned, incredibly soft), those experiencing hot flashes or night
sweats (usually pregnant women or folks going through menopause) and anybody
concerned about the sustainability of the clothing they wear (the bamboo plant grows fast
and plentiful without much need for water or irrigation, and does not damage the soil).  

Sleep has always been ingrained in the ethos of Nightire, which is why this sleep booklet
is a real labour of love. Across social platforms, blog posts and newsletters, we love
sharing information on how to sleep better, every night. Because we really do believe that
quality shut-eye, whether clad in Nightire PJs or not, leads to a happy day.
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A quick note from Club Sleep's founder, Helena Nilsson

Ever since high school, I have had trouble falling asleep. Years of putting the problem on
the shelf and trying to keep my energy up with other alternatives followed, resulting in
constantly feeling ill and my immune system nearly shutting down. I didn't know a lot
about sleep and its importance until it was too late for an easy fix: I was well on my way to
full-blown insomnia. I dove into the research on sleep and tried countless products to
help me sleep better naturally. I also reached out to doctors to get medical guidance on
how to tackle the problem but found that their advice didn't help me much. During the
process, however, I learnt a lot about how to tackle sleeplessness naturally instead of
medically, which is what sparked the idea for Club Sleep.
 
I wish to use Club Sleep as a platform to provide young women such as myself with
natural products that actually work, as well as to share all the information I have learnt
through my journey to better sleep. I want to remove sleep as a taboo and make it as
important a focus as healthy eating and exercise. I’ve transformed my quality of life
through changing up my sleep rhythms and practices and I want to help you do so too.  

I am really excited about this booklet, which has been
created in collaboration with Nightire, a brand I have the
utmost trust in and respect for. I hope you all enjoy it
and can use it as a step towards the sleep you deserve.
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